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1. Starting point pre-1973 oil crisis: 95% dependent on imported
oil.

2. Initial response:
» Coal + energy efficiency
» Indigenous oil and natural gas
» Discarding nuclear
» Emerging renewables (wind, biomass). Engineers and grassroots

environmentalists.

3. Toward full energy system transition:
» Ever increasing efficiency and renewables. 
» Export oriented cleantech industry.

The Danish energy
transformation 
from 1970’s



Objectives:
• Energy security
• Resource efficiency, economic efficiency and competitiveness
• Emission reductions
• Other environmental concerns 

A range of policy instruments to alter incentives and framework 
conditions:

• Energy planning, national and local 
• Energy Efficiency measures
• Support schemes for renewables
• RD&D programmes 

The Danish energy
transformation 
from 1970’s



The changing energy landscape

Centralized production in the mid 80’s       Decentralized production of today

• Decentralized CHP

• Wind mill park
• Centralized CHP

Legend:

• Utilizing indigenous resources (wind, biomass)
• Enhancing efficiency: Combined heat and power



Never forget energy efficiency: 
”Negawatts” cheap and clean

District heating; CHP; energy pricing; building codes; agreements 
with industry; standards and labelling for appliances.



Decoupling economic growth
from energy consumption and 

emissions



Wind energy harnessed
from year 1300 in Europe to 6MW



Wind Power in Denmark 
as of 2012

• Installed capacity app. 4.000 MW 
of which 630 MW is placed 
offshore 

• In total 4.998 turbines in an area 
smaller than Costa Rica.

• Clean energy 5-6% of total jobs, 
10% of Danish exports

• From 20 manufacturers to 2 of the 
World’s largest.
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Sustained energy policy drives 
the transformation. 

• Broad multi-party and long-term political agreements providing 
confidence to investors. 

• Utilities turned into champions for renewables, along with 
manufacturers. Credibility of framework has attracted 
institutional investors.



• Challenges related to technical, market/economic, and public 
acceptance issues.

• Managing a large share of variable wind power production in the 
power system:
• Grid Planning: TSO (Transmission System Operator) responsible for 

grid expansion to accommodate growing share of RE. 

• Market integration within Northern Europe – expansion of 
transmission. Nordic hydro as storage.

• Advanced management of the grid.

• Next steps: Advanced management of demand including ICT. 
Storage in car batteries.

» Danish system is able to accommodate more than 50% variable 
power.

Policy instruments



Policy instruments

• Financial support: From investment grants to feed-in-tariffs, feed-in 
premiums and tenders. Time and quantity limitations on support.

• Energy taxes on fossil fuels makes RE more competitive.
• Price on CO2 through EU Emissions Trading Scheme.
• A suitable legislative and planning framework: 

• Master plan for selection of off-shore sites
• Cost sharing of grid extension 
• Mapping of wind resources. 
• Obligation to connect RE to the grid + priority access for RE. 

• Agreements between the Government and utilities on expanding wind and 
biomass.

• Public support for research, development and demonstration of RE-
technologies, including in the private sector (tax exemptions, direct support).



Policy instruments

Public acceptance issues (noise, landscape) addressed through: 
• Local co-ownership of projects. 
• Compensation for loss in property value. 
• Underground cabling of transmission lines. 
• Environmental beautification. 

The Public Service Obligation: 
• All consumers contribute via the electricity bill to: 

• Subsidies for renewable energy (≈ 1 c€/kWh)
• Subsidies for decentralized CHP
• Cost of connecting renewables to the grid
• R&D in renewable energy and energy efficiency



• Policy instruments have been adjusted as technologies and markets have 
matured: From kick-start of nascent industry and technology development to 
high penetration in the energy mix.

• Focus on ensuring cost-effectiveness and responsiveness to market signals. 
• Policy instruments have been adjusted to both monopoly conditions and 

liberalized energy markets. Energy monopolies now split into competitive 
parts (production, wholesale) and non-competitive (transmission, system 
management).

• Important to respond to cost reductions as technologies develop. E.g. 
Brazil 2011: Wind competitive with other generation without special subsidies.

• The European context: The 2008 European Union climate and energy 
package to 2020:
• Reduce GHG emissions by 20%
• Increas the share of renewable energy to 20% (For Denmark 30%)
• Reduce energy consumption by 20% relative to BAU

Policies adjust to 
changing conditions



Objectives going forward

2035: All power and heat from renewables

2050: All energy supply from renewables



The energy system of the future



Danish experience is 
relevant to other
countries
• Aim for broad political support to ensure robustness

• Long-term energy planning

• Energy pricing – taxing rather than subsidizing.

• Financial incentives focussing on effectiveness and cost-
efficiency. Dynamic to adjust to market and technology
developments.

• Support schemes tailored to different development stages of the 
wind energy expansion. Toward market based incentives to 
ensure cost-effectivenes

• Supportive regulatory framework



There are other ways of 
doing it – e.g. support 
schemes
• Green certificates

• Tax incentives for 
investment or
generation

• Danish approach 
proven to be
effective and cost-
efficient

Source: IEA



• Predictable and transparent RE policy framework
• Integrating RE policy into an overall energy strategy
• Focus on technologies that will best meet policy needs in the 

short and long term
• Backing the policy package with ambitious and credible targets.
• Dynamic approach to policy implementation, differentiating 

according to the maturity individual RE technologies
• Monitor national and global market trends and adjusting policies 

accordingly.
• Tackle non-economic barriers comprehensively, streamlining 

processes and procedures as far as possible.
• Identify and address overall system integration issues such as 

infrastructure and market design that may become constraints as 
deployment levels rise.

Best practice policy 
principles (IEA)



Inception:
• Develop a clear roadmap, including targets that generate confidence.
• Provide a suitable mixture of support, which may include both capital and 

revenue support.
• Ensure that the necessary regulatory framework is in place and 

streamlined.
• Provide support for the continuing industry-led R&D work.

Take-off:
• Ensure a predictable support environment, backed by credible and 

ambitious targets.
• Ensure that adaptability to market and technology developments is built 

in..
• Provide appropriate incentives to ensure continued growth in deployment, 

managing them dynamically to control total policy costs, and to 
encourage improved cost competitiveness.

• Focus on non-economic barriers
Consolidation::

• Deal with integration issues.
• Ensure that energy market design is commensurate with high levels of 

RE penetration and economic support can be progressively phased out.
• Maintain public acceptance as deployment levels grow and projects have 

higher visibility and impact.

Best practice by 
phases (IEA)



Sharing lessons

Coming up: Policy toolkits for 
experts and policymakers
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